
 
 
 
 
 
 

Committee: Arab League 

Issue: Establishing measures to increase efforts towards economic integration 
amongst Arab nations.  

Student Officer: Ingy El Sheikh (Arab League President) 

I. Introduction 

The Arab League represents the interests of the second largest ethnic group in the world. 
Even though Arabs are unified with similar heritage, culture, and language, they have fallen apart 
due to internal division and foreign domination. Arab states could prosper greatly if cooperated 
efforts are put together in order to reach one of the main integration goals, economic integration. 
Arab regional economic integration is the elimination of tariff and nontariff barriers to the flow 
of goods, services, and factors of production between a group of nations, this group of nations 
being the members of the Arab League in this case. The Arab region remains one of the least 
integrated in the world, even though efforts towards regional economic integration have been present 
since the creation of the Arab League in 1945. Until now most solution attempts have proven to have 
little to no effect on Arab economic integration. Arab countries have come nowhere near 
experiencing the benefits of stable regional economic integration in comparison to other integration 
efforts such as those of the European Union (EU) and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN). There are two main aspects of regional economic integration, one being intra-Arab trade 
and the other being regional foreign direct investment (FDI) as they both increase interdependence 
between the Arab nations. However, both of these aspects have extremely low rates in the Arab 
region and efforts towards them have been unsatisfactory, therefore, economic integration has been 
awfully slow. If economic integration is achieved it will lead to other types of integration such as 
political, security, and social integration resulting in a strong Arab body. Even though this will be a 
challenge for the Arab league and the many organizations that work towards economic integration, it 
is achievable which is evident from the many successful economic unions globally.  
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II. Focused Overview of the Issue 

1) Forms of Regional Economic Integration 

➔ Free Trade Area: A free trade area is the most 
basic form of economic integration. They are 
created when countries in a region agree to 
reduce or eliminate barriers to trade on all 
goods coming from other members, and are 
free to independently determine trade policies 
with non-member nations. The North Atlantic 
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is an 
example of a free trade area.  

          Figure 1 Progression of economic integration  1

➔ Customs union: A customs union involves the removal of tariff barriers between members, 
with agreement to trade with external countries in a common manner and the determination 
of a common external tariff against non-members. The Gulf Council Cooperation (GCC) is 
an example of this. 

➔ Common market: This stage allows for the creation of economically integrated markets 
between member countries. A common market allows the extension of free trade from just 
tangible goods, to include all economic resources.  All barriers are eliminated to allow the 
free movement of goods, services, capital, and labour between member countries. Like 
customs unions, there is a common trade policy for trade with non-member nations. The main 
advantage to workers is that they no longer need a visa or work permit to work in another 
member country of a common market. An example is the Common Market for Eastern and 
Southern Africa (COMESA). 

➔ Economic union:  ‘Economic union’ is a term applied to a trading bloc that has both a 
common market between members, and a common trade policy towards non-members. An 
example is the European Union.  

➔ Monetary Union: A monetary union involves abolishing individual currencies, and adopting a 
single, shared currency, such as the Euro for the Euro-17 countries. There is also a common 
exchange rate, a common monetary policy, including interest rates and a single central bank, 
such as the European Central Bank. 

➔ Complete economic integration: Complete economic integration is when a region has a single 
economic market, a common trade policy, a single currency, a common monetary policy, 
common tax and benefit rates being in a state of complete integration.  

2

1“Levels of Economic Integration.” The Geography of Transport Systems, 25 Nov. 2017, 
https://transportgeography.org/?page_id=4082 
 
2 “Economic Integration.” Fiscal Policy,  <www.economicsonline.co.uk/Global_economics/Economic_integration.html.> 
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2) Intra-Arab Trade 

Intra-Arab trade is a vital step towards regional economic integration as it increases 
interdependence amongst the Arab states.  It has been concluded by the International Monetary Fund 3

(IMF) that intra-Arab trade rates are too low, and should be about 15% higher than what is observed.
Economic Integration has projected limited progress as proven through many studies by the UN 4

Economic and Social Commission for West Asia (ESCWA) and comparisons to other regional blocs 
such as the European Union (EU) and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN); 
“intra-Arab trade stood at 9 per cent of total trade by 2013, whereas intraregional trade reached 50 
per cent for the EU and 23 per cent for ASEAN.”  Intra-regional trade only makes up 6-12% of the 5

Arab region’s overall trade rates during the period 2000-2013, which is why more efforts towards 
trade integration must be put into action. Moreover, while the issue of low oil prices is expected to 
have a vast negative impact on economic growth in the GCC, it also promotes Arab intra-regional 
trade integration in a way. If oil is excluded, intra-regional exports are quite a respectable proportion 
of total exports for Arab states. “Non-oil intra-regional exports are about 19 percent of total Arab 
non-oil exports--a percentage comparable to intra-regional exports in ASEAN,”  due to the fact that 6

the exclusion of oil results in a “diversification process” that promotes Arab intra-regional economic 
integration.  (See Figures 2 and 3 for further statistics on intra-Arab trade.) A “diversification 7

process” is important in order to achieve sustainable economic growth and economic development in 
any oil-dependent country as it allows the country to be less vulnerable when oil prices greatly 
increase. Diversification includes diversification of public revenues, trading partners, and production 
so that the economy is not fully dependent on oil.  

3 McGuffin, Sean. “Moving Toward Regional Integration of the Arab League.” ODU, 2017, 
<www.odu.edu/content/dam/odu/offices/mun/2017/ib-2017-arab-league-political-integration.pdf.> 
4 Yousef, Tarik, and Hassan Al-Atrash. “Intra-Arab Trade : Is It Too Little?” Picture This -- Girl Power -- Finance & Development, 
March 2017, IMF, 1 Jan. 2000, < www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2016/12/30/Intra-Arab-Trade-Is-it-too-Little-3413.> 
5 “Assessing Arab Economic Integration.” UNESCWA, Apr. 2015,< 
www.unescwa.org/sites/www.unescwa.org/files/publications/files/assessing-arab-economic-integration.pdf.> 
6 Dervis, Kemal. Intraregional Trade among Arab Countries: Building a Competitive Economic Neighborhood. The World Bank, 17 
Oct. 1998, <www.mafhoum.com/press3/105E18.pdf. 
7 “Assessing Arab Economic Integration.” UNESCWA, Apr. 2015, 
<www.unescwa.org/sites/www.unescwa.org/files/publications/files/assessing-arab-economic-integration.pdf.> 
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Figure 2 Intra-Arab share of non-oil merchandise exports, 2006                   Figure 3 intra-regional exports as % of total exports (2010)8

 9

 

3) Intra-Arab FDI and Capital Flow 

Intra-Arab FDI means foreign direct investment between the Arab nations. Investment among 
Arab countries has been a relatively small portion of their total FDI.  Similar to intra-Arab trade, 10

intra-Arab FDI enhances interdependence between the Arab nations and it boosts their economic 
development thus, promoting regional economic integration. In 1957 members of the Arab League 
signed the Agreement of Arab Economic Unity, where the free movement of capital was addressed, 
as well as the freedom to perform economic activities within the region related to their investment. 
They were also given rights of residency in the countries in which they invested. In addition, Article 
1 of the Agreement on Investment and Free Movement of Arab Capital Among Arab Countries, 
which was signed on the 29th of August, 1970 by the members of the Agreement of Arab Economic 
Unity, states, “Every Arab state exporting capital shall exert efforts to promote preferential 
investments in the other Arab states and provide whatever services and facilities required in this 
respect.”  As a result, investors became residents which prompted investors to invest more inside the 11

Arab region. In 1971, in order to boost intra-Arab investment, the Intra-Arab Investment Guarantee 
Corporation was established with one of its main focuses being “undertaking the promotion of the 
flow of investments within the Arab countries by carrying out activities which are ancillary to its 
main purpose.”  

12

 

8 “Revisiting Economic and Trade Integration in the Arab Region: New Prospects for Reaping Untapped Potential.” Arab Development Portal, 28 June 
2017,<www.arabdevelopmentportal.com/blog/revisiting-economic-and-trade-integration-arab-region-new-prospects-reaping-untapped-
potential.> 
9 “World Bank Group - International Development, Poverty, & Sustainability.” World Bank, www.worldbank.org 
/. 
10 El Afif, Mohamed. Intra-Arab Trade and their Economic Integration. https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/12117906.pdf 
 
11 The Agreement on Investment and Free Movement of Arab Capital Among Arab Countries, Article 1. 
12 Hassan , Maamoun. Inter-Arab Investment Guarantee Corporation. Apr. 2000, http://dhaman.net/wp 
content/uploads/2016/04/english2000.pdf 
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4) Barriers that face Arab Economic Integration (AEI) 
There are many barriers that face the Arab League in its efforts to promote Arab regional 

economic integration, an objective that Arabs haven’t been able to achieve since 1950. One of the 
main problems that faces AEI is a political issue, which is the fear of violating national sovereignty, 
and the crisis of political trust between some Arab countries. Arab countries often compete with one 
other rather than cooperate, resulting in the current circumstances of Arab countries which are not 
favorable for any strong form of regional economic integration. Arab countries are in great need to 
cooperate, build up trust and alliances with each other in order to achieve some sort of synergy and 
to be able to create some economic balance in the area. Without socio-economic integration between 
Arab countries there is no interdependence between them, which is the main idea of regional 
economic integration. Too much dependence on Western nations or blocs is not beneficial to Arab 
countries, as it causes instability in the Arab region, making it harder for the Arab League to achieve 
stable Economic Integration.  Another barrier is the heavy reliance on non-renewable resources such 13

as oil in oil-producing countries. “Relying on this form of income obstructs the improvement of trade 
and productivity. As the return on those materials is so high, no need is felt to encumber with heavy 
industry.”  As a result, intra-Arab trade decreases, thus limiting efforts towards Arab economic 14

integration. Another main barrier keeping the Arab nation from reaching economic integration is the 
lack of follow-up and organization of the planned actions that need to take place.  
 

5) Advantages and disadvantages of AEI 
The benefits of regional economic integration are undeniable, as economic integration would 

benefit all countries of the Arab nation, both developing and developed. It has been concluded by 
ESWA that AEI reduces the cost of transport by five per cent per annum, and replaces twenty per 
cent of the future arrival of expat workers in the Arab region with Arab workers. It would also lower 
unemployment rates by more than four per cent on average for all Arab countries. “The evidence 
shows that AEI benefits all Arab countries, both rich and poor, a conclusion that dispels the notion 
that Arab integration would help the least developed countries at the expense of the most affluent 
ones.”  As examples, ESCWA presented the United Arab Emirates as one of the countries that 15

would benefit most from increased income, Saudi Arabia from gains in human welfare, and Tunisia 
from increased job opportunities thus lower unemployment rates.  

However, there are some disadvantages to AEI. First of all, because of trade barriers, trade is 
diverted from a non-member country to a member country despite the possible inefficiency in cost. 
For example, a country has to stop trading with a low cost manufacturer in a non-member country 
and trade with a manufacturer in a member country which has a higher cost. Another disadvantage is 
the issue of national sovereignty, as member states give up some degree of control over key policies 
like trade, monetary and fiscal policies. The higher the level of integration, the greater the degree of 
control that needs to be given up, particularly in the case of economic integration which requires 
nations to give up a high degree of sovereignty. Countries that may be at some sort of disadvantage 

13 Editor. “Arab Economic Integration, Road to Self-Sufficiency.” Rawabt Center, 15 Nov. 2017, 
<https://rawabetcenter.com/en/?p=4262> 
14 El Ghattis, Nedal. “The Arab Economic Integration.” Philosophy of the Social Sciences, 7 July 2015, 
<http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1946756715576213> 
15 Samara, Adel. “Arab Integration.” ESCWA, 2014,< http://css.escwa.org.lb/OES/Docs/ACI_Summary_EN.pdf> 
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from AEI are oil producing countries such as Saudi Arabia, UAE, Iraq, etc. due to the fact that the 
exclusion of oil results in a “diversification process” that promotes Arab intra-regional economic 
integration.  
 

III. Involved Countries and Organizations 
[UAE] 

The United Arab Emirates is known to be one of the main driving forces in economic 
integration and economic reforms in general. The UAE has been intensely working on regional FDI, 
which has resulted in the UAE pertaining a higher share of total FDI inflows than Saudi Arabia, and 
many other Arab nations. The UAE has created successful free trade zones which are a main driver 
towards regional economic integration as stated before. Following Article 1 in the Agreement on 
Investment and Free Movement of Arab Capital among Arab Countries, “Every Arab state exporting 
capital shall exert efforts to promote preferential investments in the other Arab states and provide 
whatever services and facilities required in this respect.” The UAE has offered foreign investors 
minor shares to build, operate, transfer projects in the electricity industry. In the UAE businesses 
located in free trade zones can be fully foreign owned, and include many distribution and processing 
facilities, which vastly increases the rate of intra-regional FDI.  The UAE has also participated and 16

led many trade and investment agreements with countries around the world, in order to promote 
economic integration, especially between Arab states.  In order to increase regional economic 17

integration the members of the union must bring their monetary and trade and economic policies 
closer together as a vital step towards economic integration, which is exactly what the UAE did to 
improve relations between it and other Arab countries. In efforts to do so the UAE, which is known 
to be the core for global business that are looking to expand in the Middle East, continues to promote 
greater cooperation with GCC and Arab nations through many agreements. Firstly, there is the 
Federal Decree No. 55 of 2002 issued on 28 October 2002 by the UAE which approved the new 
Economic Agreement signed between the GCC countries which include the UAE, Saudi Arabia, 
Qatar, Kuwait, Bahrain and Oman on December 31, 2001 in the 22nd GCC summit held in Oman.  18

It has been noted that the Arab countries that have substantial exports to other Arab nations (more 
than US $1 billion) are Oman, Saudi Arabia and the UAE who are all oil exporters. These three 
countries account for 70 percent of total intra-Arab trade.  As mentioned previously, with the 19

exception of Oman, none of these countries’ intra-regional exports account for more than 10 percent 
of their total exports. In the case of the UAE, these exports are equivalent to 7-8 percent of GDP (see 
Figure 4) and go beyond oil and oil derivatives, suggesting that there may be significant support for 
Arab economic integration in these countries. The UAE also put effort towards beneficial 
collaboration with Arab nations through the Arab Free Trade Area Agreement and other mutual free 
trade agreements. Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Morocco and Jordan are some of the Arab nations with 
which the UAE has already signed a number of free trade pacts. In addition to that an Advisory 

16 “Foreign Investment.” Department of Foreign Trade and Investment, https://dfat.gov.au/about-us/publications/Documents/ch4.pdf 
17 ADSIC. “Free Trade Agreements of the UAE.” بوابة حكومة أبوظبي الرقمیة, ADSIC, 21 Oct. 2013, 
www.abudhabi.ae/portal/public/en/business/international-trade/import-and-export/free-trade-agreements-of-the-uae. 
18 Ibid. 
19 “Regional & Global Economic Integration in the UAE.” United Arab Emirates Site, 23 Apr. 2016, 

https://www.abudhabi.ae/portal/public/en/business/international-trade/import-and-export/free-trade-agreements-of-the-uae 
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Committee was formed in Abu Dhabi on Free Trade Agreements to help the UAE identify 
opportunities for its strategic goods that can be exported to international markets.  20

Moreover, the UAE has also launched a diversification and liberalization program to reduce 
their reliance on oil. They have invested in a big way in sectors such as tourism, aluminium 
production, aviation and telecommunications. Abu Dhabi and Dubai have taken this very seriously 
and are leading the drive towards diversification, which is a key promoter of regional economic 
integration as stated before.  21

Figure 4 UAE’s non-oil GDP increases from 2010-2016  22

[Saudi Arabia] 

Saudi Arabia has by far the greatest rate of exports into the region, despite its small share in 
the Kingdom’s total exports. Six Arab countries send more than a fifth of their regional exports to 
Saudi Arabia, making it one of the countries which play a vital role in the region.  In other words 23

Saudi Arabia is by far the most dominant economy in many aspects; first of all it has 70 per cent of 
the total population of the GCC; it also has 53 per cent of total GDP almost three times the GDP of 
the UAE. A recent study by the Gulf Organisation for Industrial Consultation reveals that over 58 per 
cent of the total GCC investment is concentrated in Saudi Arabia. However, some perspectives 
revealed that Saudi Arabia “is insufficient in integrating the region. Instead of assuming the role of a 
leader in the GCC’s drive for integration, she has opted for trading outside the region. Its role as a 
leading economy should be to develop business opportunities within the region to meet the regional 
demand through import substitution.”   24

For example it appears as if the country tends to favour inter-regional trade more than 
intra-regional trade due to the fact that Saudi Arabia leans towards being more EU oriented in times 
of higher international oil prices.  25

However, other resources state otherwise, giving examples of how Saudi Arabia does have a 
vital role in improving economic integration in the Arab world. There are free trade agreements 

20 Ibid 
21 Ibid. 
22 “UAE GDP Growth by 2026: up to 5-6% with Non-Oil Sector Dominating Economy.” Astrea Mideast, Internationalization UAE 
Made in Italy Promotion in Dubai, 25 Apr. 2016, 
www.astreamideast.ae/uae-gdp-growth-by-2026-up-to-5-6-with-non-oil-sector-dominating-economy/ 
. 
23 The GCC And Arab Economic Integration: A New Paradigm.” Middle East Policy Council, 
www.mepc.org/journal/gcc-and-arab-economic-integration-new-paradigm 
24 Dar, Humayon A., and John R. Presley. “The Gulf Co-Operation Council: A Slow Path to Integration?” Freshwater 
Biology, Wiley/Blackwell (10.1111), 17 Dec. 2002, https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/1467-9701.00405 
25 Hoekman, Bernard. Initial Conditions and Incentives for Arab Economic Integration: . Dec. 2002, 
www.eces.org.eg/MediaFiles/Uploaded_Files/%7B1046ED7C-BA69-4452-8E4C-7474988EBBA0%7D_ECESWP75e.pdf. 
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between Saudi Arabia and Egypt that came into effect in 1990 which greatly improved economic 
integration.  26

In addition, Saudi Arabia is progressing towards liberalization as well as the fact that the 
Saudi government announced measures to make full foreign ownership easier in April 2000. Until 
April 2000, foreign equity in the industrial sector was limited to 49 per cent. While in principle full 
foreign ownership was allowed in other areas (except oil), wholly foreign owned firms were very 
difficult to pertain. However, plans approved by the Council of Ministers in April 2000 allowed 
foreign investors to fully own projects and industrial property easier. These proposals also led to 
wholly owned foreign business being allowed to access concessional finance in other sectors, making 
full foreign ownership more feasible. However, to access government contracts, firms still need to be 
at least 50 per cent locally owned.  27

[Council of Arab Economic Unity] 

The Council of Arab Economic Unity is an Arab economic organization founded in June 
1957 by a resolution passed from the Economic Council of the Arab League. Its members include 
Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Libya, Mauritania, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, United Arab Emirates, 
Yemen, and the Palestine Liberation Organization. The organization works to achieve economic 
integration within a framework of economic and social development and to promote liberal 
movement of capital, labour and investment between the Arab nations. In 1964, it approved a 
decision to create an Arab Common Market in order to promote Arab integration by reducing tariffs. 
However, it has not been effective, and wasn't fully implemented, resulting in limited intraregional 
trade compared with that of other regions. The organization’s main organ is the Council, which is 
“composed of economic and trade and industry ministers”. The Council meets twice each year to 
develop policies leading to a customs union for the region. The Council of Arab Economic Unity has 
a pivotal role in reaching economic integration being established by the economic council of the 
Arab League to work towards this goal in specific.  28

IV. Key Vocabulary 

Economic integration: Economic integration is an agreement among countries in a geographic region 
to reduce, and ultimately remove, tariff and non-tariff barriers to the free flow of goods or services 
and factors of production among themselves; an arrangement in which countries agree to coordinate 
their trade, fiscal, and/or monetary policies are referred to as economic integration.  29

26 “Saudi Arabia Investment, Trade Laws and Regulations Handbook Volume 1 Strategic Information and Basic 
Laws.” Google Books, https://books.google.com.eg/books?id=fAq3CwAAQBAJ&dq 
27 Ibid. 
28 Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopaedia. “Council of Arab Economic Unity.” Encyclopædia Britannica , Encyclopædia 
Britannica, Inc., 26 Mar. 2012, www.britannica.com/topic/Council-of-Arab-Economic-Unity. 
29 Economic Integration. Business Dictionary, www.calculemus.org/pub-libr/eu-integr/1-2econ-integr.pdf. 
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Intra-regional trade: Intra-regional trade is when trade in goods and services happens inside a 
specific region of the world economy such as sub-Saharan Africa or the member nations of the 
European Union, or in this case the Arab League.  30

Intra-Arab foreign direct investment (FDI): Foreign direct investment is investment from one country 
into another that involves establishing operations or acquiring tangible assets, including stakes in 
other businesses. Therefore, intra-Arab FDI means that the investment occurs between Arab 
countries. 

Capital flow: Capital flows refer to the movement of money for the purpose of investment, trade or 
business production in and out of countries.  

31

V. Important Events and Chronology 

Date  Event 

April 13, 1950 
The Treaty of Joint Defence and Economic Cooperation was signed by 
the members of the Arab League. 

1953 The conference of Arab Ministers of Finance and National Economy 

June 3, 1957 
The Arab Economic Unity Agreement was approved and the Arab 
Economic Convention was adopted by the Arab Economic Unity 
Council.  

August 13, 1964 A resolution for the establishment of an Arab Common Market was 
issued by the Council of Arab Economic Unity. 

Jan 1, 1965 Arab Common Market convention came into operation. 

August 29, 1970 The Agreement on Investment and Free Movement of Arab Capital 
Among Arab Countries was signed by members of the Arab League. 

1971 In order to boost intra-Arab investment, the Intra-Arab Investment 
Guarantee Corporation was established. 

1980 Amman Summit: The adoption of the principle of national planning in 
directing the joint Arab action. 

February 19, 1997 The Economic and Social Council of the Arab league adopted resolution 
Number 1317 declaring the establishment of a pan-Arab free trade area.  

30 “Globalisation - Intra Regional Trade | tutor2u Economics.” tutor2u, 
www.tutor2u.net/economics/reference/globalisation-intra-regional-trade. 
31 “Capital Flow Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary.” Gender Pay Gap Definition in the Cambridge English 
Dictionary, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/capital-flow 
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2001 First Arab Economic Council conference was held. 

 
VI. Past Resolutions and Treaties 

 
● Resolution 1317 "Pan-Arab Free Trade" 

  
Date: 19th of February 1997 

The Economic and Social Council of the Arab League adopted resolution Number 1317 declaring the 
establishment of a pan-Arab free trade area. Some key points of this resolution is that specialized 
Arab organizations, joint Arab financial institutions and Arab federations, each in its area of 
specialization, have to monitor the implementation of this Resolution, also that the implementation 
of the resolution to establish the pan-Arab Free Trade Area will be the focus of the council's work 
during its coming sessions, until its establishment is completed. 

 
● Agreement on the establishment of the Arab Cooperation Council: 

 
Date: 16 February 1989 
 
Signed at Baghdad, one of the aims of the treaty is “The gradual attainment of economic integration 
by coordinating policies at the level of various production sectors, coordination of development plans 
of Member-States taking into consideration the growth rate, the economic situation and the 
circumstances of Member-States as they pass from one stage to another, and the attainment of the 
desired integration and coordination.”  
 

● Treaty of Joint Defence and Economic Cooperation 

Date: April 15th 1950 
 
Signed by the members of the Arab League, it was one of the first solution attempts towards regional 
economic integration.  
 

VII. Failed Solution Attempts 
 

There have been numerous economic integration attempts since 1945 when the Arab League 
was founded, however, they have mostly ended in failure. Arab countries collaborated to found the 
Arab League, which endorsed many agreements and pacts in various fields. The Arab League 
Councils, and the many specialized organizations that were created such as the Council of Arab 
Economic Unity, have adopted large number of resolutions to push Arab Joint Ventures forward. 
Regardless, the amount of commitment that the Arab countries pertained proved to be limited, which 
obviously weakened efforts towards regional economic integration. For example, in 1977 an 
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agreement was established and signed by twelve Arab countries. The agreement called for 
transporting goods across these countries freely, while providing facilities for trucks and drivers. 
However, some of the Arab countries that approved that agreement banned exports and imports to/ 
from other member countries of the agreement as a precaution to national security, which led to the 
agreement being terminated without achieving of the aims it put forward. Overall, the lack of 
organization and follow up on the numerous resolutions, treaties, and agreements being ratified has 
led to no real outcome. In addition to that, Post-independence Arab countries adopted policies and 
rules that divided the Arab nations and increased independence rather than interdependency that the 
Arab nations need in order to be able to actually move forward with all the resolutions that they 
prompted.  
 

VIII. Guiding Questions 
● How can commonalities between the Arab countries be exploited to overcome the 

differences? 
● Does intra-regional trade make up a small or large percentage of your countries overall trade? 
● Is your country apart of several treaties, agreements, resolutions that promoted regional 

economic integration? 
● Is your country working towards the diversification process? Is your country an oil producing 

country? 
● Is your country apart of any trade free zones? 
● How will regional economic integration affect your country in general? 

 
IX. Possible Solutions 

● High-income countries could support their lower-income neighbours not through traditional 
aid, but through investments on which to draw future benefits. 

● Diversifying non-renewable energy sources such as oil in order to increase intra-regional 
trade. 

● Increasing intra-Arab trade and investment through free trade zones, free capital flow, and 
removing barriers. 

● Improve accommodations and services for investors in order for them to become residents 
and improve intra-Arab FDI.  

● Efforts towards bringing the members’ monetary and economic policies closer together. 
● Identifying strategic goods for each country that can be exported between Arab states. 

 

X. Useful Links 
● Amin, Ruzita. Economic Integration Among the Members of the League of Arab States. 

Mar. 2005, <http://library.sesrtcic.org/files/article/87.pdf> 

States the main events and agreements, treaties, resolution that have to do with regional economic 
integration as well as pointing out previous solution attempts and why they failed.  
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● McGuffin, Sean. “Moving Toward Regional Integration of the Arab League.” ODU, 

2017, 
<www.odu.edu/content/dam/odu/offices/mun/2017/ib-2017-arab-league-political-integra
tion.pdf.> 

Contains different solutions that could be done, as well as reasons why economic integration is slow 
so far. 

 
● El Afif, Mohamed. Intra-Arab Trade and their Economic Integration. 

<https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/12117906.pdf> 

A detailed report that talks about economic integration in general, as well as the rates of 
intra-regional trade and intra-regional FDI and its relationship to economic integration. 
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